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Preface

I was motivated to write this book by my own experience which, given that these CTEs are rather recent and are still emerging, is albeit somewhat limited. My experience with the various new forms of technology-based environments were magical, to say the least. I could see how my life as a customer would not be the same again in these new technology environments and that Marketing Managers and budding Managers would benefit from a book devoted to Marketing in these new environments. I felt that readers would benefit from knowledge regarding the new environments and the technologies whose development and deployment will help shape the diffusion and utilization of the emerging environments. In addition, I felt that the new customer environments called for providing knowledge on customer behavior supplemental to what is traditionally available in books on Marketing Management. After the first chapter that introduces the book, the next chapters intend to set the customer context for the discussion of specific customer technology environments (CTEs) that follow.

For these early chapters, I searched for and found new perspectives on human behavior that would enrich the discourse that traditionally fills our customer/consumer behavior textbooks. The Homo Prospectus approach seemed to fill that need effectively. It incorporates a view of human decisions and actions as being the result of a mental preparedness to act, and in focusing on mental simulations as mental preparation it provides a significant role for new customer technology environments or CTEs. The feeling of wonderment I felt in CTEs, naturally, led me to search for work on wonderment and to the work on it in the emerging field of Magic Science. Both Homo Prospectus and Magic Science play significant roles in this book. I thank the scholars who are making this knowledge available to us.

The next chapters focus on CTEs themselves. We as customers are seeing the impact of tremendous discoveries, innovations, and inventions in computing, communications, manufacturing, miniaturization, and other technologies. Marketing Managers are in the midst of managing changes brought about due to the availability of “big data”, its analysis, and the subsequent ability to personalize/customize customer relationships and offerings. In this book, I have deliberately chosen to focus on the emerging technology environments that customers will increasingly have access to and use and not on big data and its analysis. Several
books are now available on the use of big data in Marketing, Ecommerce, and Digital Marketing from which the interested reader will benefit. There, however, is a gap in the book space for books on the emerging CTEs. For managers and budding managers to be able to develop Marketing Strategies and practices for CTEs, I felt, that they needed to understand not only the CTEs but also some of the key enabling technologies for the CTEs. The book therefore focuses on the four exciting CTEs that are emerging as the key CTEs, namely, Virtual Reality (VR), Mixed reality (MR), Augmented Reality (AR), and Internet of everything (IoE).

The rate of development and diffusion of these CTE books will depend on speed with which computing and communications infrastructures will embrace the four key enabling technologies: 5G, Edge Computing, Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA), and Artificial Intelligence (AI)/Machine Learning (ML). Therefore, this book also provides brief introductions to these enabling technologies.

I hope that this book will encourage Marketing Managers and students to take full advantage of the possibilities afforded by these new CTEs and seek to serve customers in the more fulfilling ways that the CTEs enable.
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